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How do you grow a program that many
in the organic industry did not know
existed? The Minnesota Crop Improvement
Association (MCIA) needed to find the
answer and found it by going back to its
roots. The answer: provide service that
is second to none.
MCIA Organic, the Organic Certification
Division of MCIA began in 2002 at the
request of MCIA members that produced
seed organically. They believed that because
MCIA had a tradition of high quality,
timely service and was locally based that
it would do well as an organic certification agency. It quickly became apparent
that more than just seed producers were
interested in utilizing a service oriented
organic certification agency.
Certifying organic seed producers was
obvious, but MCIA quickly became the
certifier of choice for many of the coffee
roasters located in the Twin Cities area.
The interest from coffee roasters opened
doors to the wide variety of products and
processes that required certification. As
an accredited certification agency (ACA),
MCIA Organic is authorized by the USDA
National Organic Program (NOP) to provide
organic certification services to producers,
handlers, processors, wild crop harvesters,
and livestock producers. MCIA Organic
works with a diverse group of businesses.
Although the majority of MCIA’s clients
are in Minnesota, organic certification
services are provided to clients in several
surrounding states including Wisconsin,
Iowa, South Dakota, North Dakota, Illinois,
Missouri and Michigan.
Processers and handlers are an important part of MCIA Organic’s client base.
In addition to seed conditioners and
coffee roasters, MCIA works with beer
brewers, cheese makers, cracker makers,
food product warehouses, brokers, soup

makers, mushrooms growers, baby food
manufacturers, wild rice processors, and
food retailers. Lunds and Byerly’s grocery
stores have organic produce sections certified organic by MCIA.

the work they do. They are real helpful
and quick to respond. I also like that they
are local.” He also appreciates that you
can visit with staff members at various
organic conferences.

Field crop producers make up a large
component of MCIA Organic clients.
MCIA’s knowledge base in crop production
made the transition to organic easier for
staff members and provided credibility
to potential clients. Bob Masselink was
first certified organic by MCIA in 2005.
He certifies corn, soybeans, small grains
and alfalfa on his farm near Edgerton.
When asked why he likes to work with
MCIA Organic he said; “I am happy with

Headquartered in St. Paul, MCIA Organic
is ideally located to work with the many
fruit and vegetable farmers who supply
fresh produce to the Metro area. As the
number of farmers’ markets has grown,
MCIA has increased its work with market
farmers around the region. The Minnesota
Food Association is one of the produce
operations MCIA currently certifies.
Continued on page 2
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Kyle Johnson and Janelle Cooper, Chicken Ridge Orchard with Brenda Rogers

Michelle Menken and Bob Masselink, Edgerton, MN

As well as running their own produce farm,
they have an organic farm training program
for new and immigrant farmers.
MCIA Organic is also willing to educate
those interested in organic production and
processing. Cornercopia is the University of
Minnesota ’s student organic farm, certified
by MCIA Organic. Courtney Tchida, Program
Coordinator for Cornercopia, describes their
operation as having three distinct purposes:
education, research and production. Students
are involved in all aspects of the operation.
This spring, MCIA Organic’s Michelle Menken
spoke to the students and fielded an energetic
45 minutes of questions. Many students
in the class have a goal to be on their own
produce farms someday.
MCIA Organic has grown steadily over the
past 10 years and to meet the needs of each
client the number of staff in the program has
grown as well. Michelle Menken, Susan Stewart
and Brenda Rogers are full time employees
dedicated to the organic program. At MCIA,
each client is viewed as unique, not only in
what they produce, process or handle, but in
how they conduct their business.

With that in mind, each client entering
the MCIA Organic program is assigned
an MCIA rep to be their primary point of
contact. The individual attention helps
the MCIA staff to better understand the
client’s operation and assist in meeting
the requirements of the NOP. Although
assigned to individual clients, the staff
also works as a team. The NOP requires
that the review process of the inspection
reports be conducted by someone other
than the on-site inspector. MCIA General
Manager Cindy Wippler provides the
final review and issues each certificate.
When you call MCIA Organic, Michelle,
Susan or Brenda is there to answer
the phone. They work with the client
throughout the entire certification
process fielding questions, reviewing
applications,
conducting
inspections,
preparing reports
and writing up
the final contracts.
In an effort to

respond quickly to new clients and
efficiently conduct annual renewals,
MCIA Field Supervisors, Jim Boots, Kris
Folland, and Seth Dagoberg are also
trained organic inspectors. In addition,
MCIA contracts with several independent
inspectors as needed.
Organic food production systems are
evolving at a rapid pace as new production
methods such as aquaponics, hydroponics,
and aeroponics are developed. The
continued growth in MCIA Organic will
be directly tied to its ability to adapt and
meet the changing needs of a wide variety
of clients. The staff of MCIA Organic is
committed to responding to those needs
by providing high quality certification
services that will contribute to its clients’
long-term success.

Susan Stewart and Courtney Tchida, UMSOF Cornercopia
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South Dakota Changes Oat Seed Classes
South Dakota State University (SDSU) and South Dakota Crop Improvement
Association (SDCIA) recently announced that the registered seed class for Shelby
427, Horsepower and Goliath oats will be replaced by a non-saleable registered
seed class. This change was implemented to better facilitate the tracking and
royalty collection for these varieties. SDSU oat varieties are utilized over a wide
geographic region from North Dakota to Oklahoma and from Montana to Maine.
Beginning with the 2013 production year, producers will not be allowed to sell
registered seed for these three varieties. The production from the non-saleable
registered seed class can be used to produce certified seed or the non-saleable
registered seed can be downgraded for sale as certified seed.

MCIA Staff Participates in
ISO Training

NAWG Names New CEO
Jim Palmer, was recently named chief executive
officer of the National Association of Wheat Growers
and the executive director of the National Wheat
Foundation. Palmer served as executive director of
the Minnesota Soybean
Growers (MSGA) and
the Minnesota Soybean
Research and Promotion
Counsel (MSR&PC) for
many years.

In May, MCIA Staff members completed a week long ISO
9001:2008 Lead Auditor Training program. Participating
were - Kris Folland, Seth Dagoberg, Brenda Rogers, Michelle
Menken, Jennifer Pernsteiner, Cindy Wippler, Roger Wippler
and Janet Daninger.
ISO 9001: 2008 is the International Standard for Quality
Management Systems(QMS) which is based on eight management principles: customer focus, leadership, involvement of
people, process approach, system approach to management,
continual improvement, factual approach to decision-making
and mutually beneficial supplier relationships.

A friend of MCIA, Palmer
received the Honorary
Premier Seedsman Award
at this year’s Annual
Meeting in Fergus Falls.

Several MCIA members utilize ISO 9001 or other Quality
Management Systems. The training helps the staff better
understand the purpose of ISO, its benefits and how MCIA
might improve its own quality management program. It also
positions MCIA to respond to opportunities that require an
understanding of ISO and Quality Management systems.

For more information
or to contact Jim go to www.wheatworld.org.

Native Seed Standards Updated

Electrophoresis Testing
Variety ID testing (electrophoresis) is now required
on all classes of hard red spring wheat submitted
for final certification. This requirement for seed
certification went into effect on July 1, 2013.
North Dakota State Seed Department and South
Dakota State University Seed Testing Lab offer
electrophoresis testing.

The MCIA Board of Directors
approved revisions to the Native
Seed Certification Standards at
the June 14 board meeting.
The current version of the standards is available on the MCIA
website.

A letter was mailed to all approved seed conditioners
and their designated sampler which includes further
details pertaining to submitting samples for testing.
Please refer to the Seed Certification Handbook
for details on submitting samples for certification.
Contact MCIA if you have questions.

If you have questions about the
Native program, contact MCIA.
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Chairman’s View
Duane Dahlman, Board Chair

Farming Requires Optimism
Seth Godin has said, “Optimism is the
most important human trait, because
it allows us to evolve our ideas, to
improve our situation, and to hope
for a better tomorrow”.

made last winter were not what I ended up following, but the
circumstances caused me to be creative and evolve my thinking. Because of this, I believe it has made me a better farm
operator and business owner. I have chosen to be optimistic.
Attitude is within our control, where Mother Nature is not.

Last spring will have a lasting memory
for most of us. Mother Nature threw
everything at us, causing us to continuously devise new planting plans.
Instead of sitting in our tractors overlooking a dirt canvas,
many of us were sitting inside watching the rain drip down
the windows or the snow finally melting. Though this caused
much stress and uncertainty, I believe that we should consider
Godin’s advice and hope for the brighter days to come.

The Minnesota Crop Improvement Association staff along with
the board of directors also has this same optimistic attitude about
our current policies and programs. As each year progresses,
it is sometimes necessary to create new twists to the policies
and procedures that are in place. This enables MCIA to adapt
and change but still maintain the true value and integrity of
the MCIA organization’s vision and mission statement.
I encourage each of you to have an ongoing dialog between
your MCIA field representative, staff, or board of directors
as changes occur and deviation from your plan is necessary.
Communication is a crucial link for success of an organization.

As my children were growing up and making plans for a school
trip or 4-H project, I would tell them “you have to first start
with a plan so if the need arises one can then deviate” and
this is the philosophy I took this spring. The planting plans I

I will leave you with this thought… “The sun shines every day.
You need to look beyond the clouds.”

MCIA Board Meeting Held “Up North”
The MCIA Board of Directors held its June meeting
in northern Minnesota near Baudette. Over the
last few years the summer board meeting has been
held near a board member’s home area to provide
a view of seed production in that region. Grass
seed production is well established in Lake of the
Woods and Roseau counties. Board member Brent
Benike hosted the board which visited a perennial
grass seed field and the Northern Excellence grass
seed conditioning facility.
Board members visited the farm of MCIA member
Norvel Parsley, Warroad. Dr. Nancy Ehlke, University
of Minnesota, (far left) explains the growth habits of
perennial ryegrass to fellow board members (from
left to right) Paul Adams (Wendell), Craig Damstrom
(Alexandria), Duane Dahlman (Cokato), Brent
Benike (Baudette) and Neal Anderson (St.Peter).
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President’s Corner
Ben Lang, President/CEO
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IPR Protection Boosts Crop Research
Last year’s drought challenged crop
producers in the state but at harvest
time, growers were pleasantly surprised
at the yields they had achieved under
such adverse conditions. Many
pointed to “improved genetics” as
a key to their success. We should
remember that there is an essential
component of our system that makes genetic improvements
and other advancements in crop science possible - intellectual
property rights protection.

revenue sources for public breeding programs. To protect
their varieties most universities have relied on PVP laws
and more recently, licensing. The ability of a University to
protect its intellectual property and capture value is essential
to sustaining public plant breeding programs.

The past 25 years have been a time of increased investment in
genetic research and variety development. The seed industry
has been very effective at introducing new advancements to
the marketplace, capturing the value through seed sales and
directing it back toward research. The ability of seed technology
developers to protect their intellectual property through Plant
Variety Protection (PVP) law, patent laws, license agreements
and seed regulation (Federal and State) has enabled them to
make major investments in research leading to rapid advances
in crop breeding and seed technology.

In 1997, the MCIA Board of Directors adopted a resolution
recognizing the importance of intellectual property rights
protection to MCIA members and the future of the seed
industry. The resolution directs management and staff to “take
such appropriate action as necessary to protect intellectual
property rights of all technology that impacts the business
of MCIA members and their customers.” MCIA continues to
operate under this Code of Ethics recognizing that following
regulations, paying required royalties and other fees, and abiding
by production and marketing requirements is necessary for
the on-going viability of the industry. The resolution also
directs the membership of MCIA to be “pro-active in the
enforcement of intellectual property rights.” We recognize
that illegal and unauthorized seed sales undermine the ability
of the industry to fund the improvements necessary for its
long-term growth and prosperity.

University plant breeding programs have traditionally relied
on appropriations of public funds to operate their programs.
Faced with declining public support, Universities have turned
to user fees on the plant materials they release to help fund
their programs. Fees, royalties and licensing charges on seed
sales of public varieties, have become increasingly important

Each of us involved in the seed industry should consider
how our actions can influence the long-term viability of the
industry. My appreciation and thanks go out to the many
MCIA member seed producers that “play by the rules” doing
their part to advance the industry for the betterment of all
of agriculture.

Selling Cover Crop Seed
Steve Malone, Minnesota Department of Agriculture, Plant Protection Division

This year’s wet weather has created significant demand for
planting cover crops on prevented planting acres in addition
to the normal late summer planting of cover crops for other
agronomic and erosion control purposes. Remember - all
seed sold for planting purposes in Minnesota is subject
to the provisions of the Minnesota Seed Law including
requirements for cleaning, conditioning, sampling, testing, and
labeling. Information on these requirements may be found at
www.mda.state.mn.us/seed.

With tight seed supplies in several forage and popular cover crop
species, the risk of Plant Variety Protection Act (PVP) violations
by seed sellers increases. Some varieties are protected under
PVP - Title V and must be sold as a class of certified seed. It
is very important to maintain proper records and permissions
when selling these varieties. A recent article addressing this issue
was published in the MDA Plant Protection Review available
on-line at: www.mda.state.mn.us/en/plants/pestmanagement/
plantproreview.aspx.
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Ben Lang........................................................... President & CEO

CALENDAR

Duane Dahlman ..........................................................Chairman

August
5-8............. Iowa State University Seed Conditioning Workshop
Seed Corn Conditioning Register online:
www.ucs.iastate.edu/mnet/seedscience/home.html
6-8............. Farm Fest, Gilfillan Estate, Redwood County
8................ Organic Field Day, SDSU, Beresford
20.............. Gabe Brown & Ken Miller, NPSAS Pasture Walk,
Bismarck, ND
22.............. Minnesota State Fair Opens
24.............. Riverbound Organic Farm Tour, NPSAS, Mandan, ND

David Boehm .......................................................Vice Chairman
Paul Adams.................................................................. Treasurer
Neal Anderson.............................................................Secretary
Brent Benike.................................................................... Director
Craig Damstrom.............................................................. Director
Nancy Ehlke................................................................... Director
Paul Kjolhaug................................................................. Director
Jim Kukowski.................................................................. Director
Jay Miller........................................................................ Director
Michael Zabel................................................................. Director

September
16-18......... U.S. Soybean Export Council and the
Midwest Shippers’ Association present:
U.S. Soy & Grains Export Expo, Davenport, IA
For more information go to: www.grainconference.org

Mission Statement
Minnesota Crop Improvement Association is an organization dedicated
to improving the productivity, profitability and competitive position of
producers, processors, and distributors of agricultural products by
providing services to enable them to provide high-quality products to
Minnesota, the United States and the World.

See the MCIA website for more upcoming events at www.mncia.org

Enhancing Value, Improving Marketability
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